The authors of XX and the beginning of XXI revive an interest in the character of Judas the traitor. Looking at him from a new perspective, they secularise the theme of the character. Lacking the moral input, new texts will be showing Judas as an integral element of the world in agony. Such futuristic vision will be adopted also by Mirosław P. Jabłoński, which does not completely reveal who Judas is. The existence of such character will be a subject of doubt and the character will be compared to another puppet of the Creator.

Although remaining known only to few, Mirosław P. Jabłoński is an author of many pieces of science fiction genre. The world created in his stories presents reality as its own anti-utopia. Such seemingly popular subject often disqualified the author, resulting in many years passed before the actual publication of his pieces.

The novel 'Electric bananas, the last contact of Judas', which fragment found a place in anthology of Polish science fiction 'Alternative vision 2', had met with similar destiny. Still, in the same year the whole piece has been published by Wydawnictwo SR, to be renewed in 2013 by Solaris.

The story preserves Jabłoński's loyalty to science fiction. Screened under a mask of sarcastic humour, there is an apocalyptic vision of reality, predicting an upcoming fall of the world. The prophetic vision on one side became largely acclaimed by critics, however on the other it was dubbed not very original, so also predictable and sometimes even banal.

Romuald Pawlak described the piece as: 'a satyr of reality and the countless absurdities it encounters'.

Jacek Sobota stands his ground presenting the piece as postmodern vision shown in full grotesque. He points at a largely present irony, which only highlights the nonsense of given reality. He outlines that: "Electric bananas" is an epic novel - Jabłoński presents incredible prosaic abilities. However, author's black humour should not hinder his sad conclusions. The abundance of nonsense seems oddly familiar to us. Whether we walk on the street or look at the condition of mass media and everything falls into place: the world has gone mad and it is falling in front of our very eyes. Reality chases Jabłoński's vision in a blink. There is no visible factors which could possibly contribute to any improve.

In such drastic vision everything seems terrifying, with an apparent devaluation of authorities.

There is nothing certain in this world anymore, people doubt not only the existence of gods but also their own humanity, confronting 'existence' with 'presence'. Nevertheless, they decide to keep playing their parts, surrendering to the script without conviction. In the countries created by them, according to Wojtek Sedeński, there is a room for: 'completely new traditions, new laws acclaiming even the most immoral ideas, the lack of ethical authorities. The novel stretches exactly this: a total devaluation of culture and sacrum. We shall not be misled by the lightness of Jabłoński's story, either his humouristic narration: the novel treats about things which are not only important, but also disturbingly sad.' The existencial tragism touches everyone in the story, from scriptwright to the pope. The eschatological
The negativity of such conclusion simply portrays catastrophism of our destiny, which determines even the actions of the author himself. By interrupting the storyline with advertisements, he outlines the commercialization of literature, not able to attract readers simply by itself anymore. Following the science fiction convention, any boundary of direct confrontation between a real world and a futuristic world is getting erased. Everything which is presented as a part of action, happens here and now. Author opens in front of the reader the door to a specific mixture for 'mass readers'. Also, the new literary kinds have been created, such as 'literary barre walking', limiting the role of the reader to answering the questions in the text, making them the creators of the story. Moreover, the amendments within well known literary pieces were more than acceptable, if that mattered to fit them into the contemporary reader's needs. The society was also not able to understand complicated films, which reduced the script's subject to erotic instincts. The world has become ruled by countless deviations of individual, while the power laid the only authority was capitalism itself. The society has been divided, and the only differentiating factor was money. All of the ancient values has lost its meaning. Also religious symbols have undergone a necessary change, conforming to the requirements of the new times. The church has been secularised, keeping the power only on the surface, without the actual faith in God. The pope, highest authority of New Vatican, instead of looking after worshipers, dedicates himself to amelioration of theory of Holy Bible's economical exegesis. He doubts the existence of God, only playing his part in public space. The Kingdom, however separated from Hollywood by marble angels, does not provide shelter for lost souls anymore. The world is simply full of heretical sects, amongst them: abelots, adamits, adventists, ebionits, fosarians, ofits. Their enormous influence to the countries' economy makes society wanting a symbolical sacrifice, when such death would supposedly end their inner conflicts. In the world with no alive Saviour, people start thinking about murdering the pope, who would then become just another, demanded by the crowd victim. In that way Jabłoński smuggles into the storyline metaphysical themes, searching for the basis of religious dogmats.

Judas created The principal character of the novel is Gaspar Romeo Homer, who'se real name is Daniel C. Shapiro. He had decided to change his name for several reasons. The first one was the try to hide his Jewish roots. As he states, belonging to Jewish community disqualifies him, strengthening his feeling of unworthiness. That is why Gas decides to conceal his real origin, not mentioning to anybody his relationship with Brooklyn Jewish Import-Export Company. Another factor contributing to the name change became also advice he received from his family, the Rosenbladts, who had been taking care of the boy's education by sending him to school of 'pleasant stories writing'. In the novel he is presented as an unfulfilled artist, scriptwright sticking to movies class B and C, not able to find his place in the immoral world of devaluation.

Following his feeling of being different, he starts losing faith in any sort of professional success and accepts his position of 'quasi-artist'. He is not bothered by fact, that his works keep falling down the ranks, as he is unable to fit into standards and avoid intelligent conclusions in his work.

He often takes on metaphysical subjects, as since he was twelve he has been searching proves confirming the theory of Non-existent God. reaching slowly his disbelief, he subjects himself to influence of atheist god, proclaiming the power of reasoning his only source of faith. Despite his talent he needs to keep compromising. Such censorhip suppresses his ambition, which is however supposed to rise again and in the deciding moment drive him into action. Until it happens, he decides to keep a low profile, which is being distracted by unfulfilled dreams of his lover. Being aware of the power of money, from time to time he creates erotic passages or random advertisements, such as new foot salve campaign. All that only to be able to survive. However the turning point approaches him faster than he had expected. While attending reception at oscar Akido Yazumi, who holds the power in Autonomical Kingdom of Hollywood, he is being given an offer to write a script for a new production of the most acclaimed director, Morales. The plot would be constructed around an attempt of murder of the current pope, Bartolomeus. Completing the work would require from Gas a lot of preparation, such as getting close to the cardinal in order to acquire necessary information to make the story looking real.
After receiving the offer Homer has started to believe in his own abilities. His confidence and self-belief has reached the level of putting himself on pedestal, while looking at the others with contempt and often not even trying to hide this attitude. The switch in his character has been triggered by discovery, that it is indeed possible to create something ambitious, which at the same time can sell well and result in guaranteeing him a certain position. He felt happy as he 'believed that, the world of his surroundings- with it's culture, economy, religions, problems and multiple kinds of science and art- is only a subject to cinema. Not the other way round'. Acquiring the power over words, Gas felt like he also held the power over the world. The process of creation consumed him so much, that he lost contact with the outside world, not being able to see the difference between reality and fiction anymore. At some point he even believed, that he himself is a real creator, influencing destinies of the people around. Being some sort of a prophet, predicting the redemption of the world, he decided to prepare himself as well as fellow folks to this incredible moment.

The murderer was supposed to be a man alias Judas, and his every step was about to be the next level of the search attempted by Gas. Alongside with unveiling another secrets of the pope as well as the kingdom of Vatican, Homer was supposed to gain sufficient amount of information to drive his fictional characters. He did not notice, when he started being identified with a described character. While being a guest of the nuncio, for the first time since a very long time he felt his need to calm their disbelieves. The show will have to go on and on and again, start searching for heroes the people are puppets, forced to beg their Creator to show them even a shadow of care, not to get bored with them. Such philosophy has caused a storm in the thoughts of Gas. Once again he felt his lack of significance, and the lack of knowledge about existence started feeling overwhelming. Finally he started doubting his own existence and for the first time since a very long time he felt his need for Toni, to prove to himself her authenticity. Homer creates a script, which is far from his primary vision. Enriched by his new knowledge, he assumes the non-existence of people. Following that, created by him Judas rejects the offer of murder, as the potential victim, pope Bartolomeus, does not exist. And us, however, either.

The completed script will bring him fame, and prizes will become evidence of his talent. The pope will continue cursing Hollywood, the old conflicts will remain alive, but Gas will not be playing any part in it anymore. The association of him with Judas will disappear as soon as it first occurred, and he will be cleared of all accusations. The people will, on and on and again, start searching for heroes to calm their disbeliefes. The show will have to go on, even if filled with fictional characters in an unreal world...

**Instead of Saviour.** The pope Bartolomeus was the one ruling the Kingdom of New Vatican. The church he led was far away from perfection. Just like in the other countries, the main driving factor...
was money. To meet the needs of contemporary market, the kingdom has become a commercial place, gaining sources from a corporate body called 'God's Angel', among the others.

The pope, fascinated by the sins of mortals, kept watching their very steps only to condemn them later in public. Bartolomeus was a pope predicted by prophets. Dark skinned, muscular man had been once a monk at Red Dragon Mission. There he developed his love for sport, especially eastern martial arts. His choice for a pope, after atomic attack, did not surprise anybody. Bartolomeus seemed to be the perfect person to take over such function: he was sincere, courageous and not vulnerable to compromise. With a true interest he analyzed the influence of God to the society, trying to find the destiny of each individual. Comparing himself to others, he perceived himself as chosen and, however deprived of ability to dream, gifted with sensitivity which enabled him to notice the unreal in the surrounding world. In relation to his special role, he was openly criticising every attempts of those identifying themselves as new impersonifications of Old Testament's characters. In his views God was a creator of Programme, who: pressed the button titled 'Power' and turned the Blue Computer on11.

In such views people either do not exist or they are just meaningless streams of bits. Not aware of their non-existence, they pray with devotion asking their Creator not to get bored with them. They become a part of a big show, where everyone has some certain role. Their meaningfulness does not allow them to see the bigger picture and notice, that they are indeed only puppets, dependent on the creator of Programme. At the same time the pope does not insist that his vision is the only possible and true. He is fully aware of his vulnerability to be mistaken. He leads the kingdom, but for him it is only the role he received in the show of the world. He is dedicated to this work, while realizing that he does not really exist and every stream of such existence is only a projection of imagination. He accepts the part he plays, as he remains only one of the elements in the programme, which has been created by the Creator himself. After talking to the potential murderer, he reaches conclusion, that he is indeed save and a symbolical sacrifice is not going to happen. People, however they need Saviour, still reject false prophets. According to Bartolomeus the actions of Gas from the very beginning are not set on finding a new Jesus, but to unveil a new traitor, a contemporary Judas. As it turned, he was an author of the whole conflict, the murderer of mafioso, whose actions were driven only by egoistic motives. His agenda, alike in the Bible, brought death of two people: his victim, and himself. Not being able to face his own defeat, oscar Akido Yazumi commits a suicide with his own knife, not waiting for a redemption. The suicide ends the tragic life of an unhappy man, who's greed almost brought a destroy to the whole civilisation.

Judas and futurology. In his novel Jabłoński touches a very important problem: continous search of a traitor. The need of unveiling someone who could play the part of contemporary Judas is being strong enough to survive generations. The fall of civilisation seems to only outline people's need to find a responsible, to hold a public lynch. When authorities are gone and morals vanish, and Jesus appears to be only a literary creation, people decide to destroy the pope. However, such move is only one of the many levels of conflict between Autonomous Kingdom of Hollywood and the New Vatican. The characters, staying out of awareness of that, place themselves in the centre of this fight, becoming puppets not only manipulated by the person of power, but also, as it is supposed to reveal, God himself.

Following the path towards making their dreams come true, they have to face the obstacles of destiny and their own non-existence. Realizing how shallow is their existence is the issue of only those, who are strong enough to see the meaning of life. The majority of the society will continue to ignore the confusion of their convictions, chasing only constantly appearing innovations. Struck by technology, they do not notice, that the world they live in drives them towards destruction, and they are the reason for that. Jabłoński, through the form of science fiction, which has it's roots in literature of adventure, creates a piece, in which a non-believer Gas is looking for his place in the world of idiots powered by desire of easy gain and fast sex. As one of the few intelligent individuals, he is unable to accept the fact, that his life is going to be just vegetation. After encountering the theory of non-existence, he agrees to the further being, understanding, that his attempts are unworthy and senseless, as in the end he is only one of many elements and his ambition does not have any purpose. Jabłoński appeals to the fear of existence of contemporary people, writing a novel with a terrifying conclusion, and presents the end of culture as the beginning of the end of the world. It seems that 'Electric bananas' as nothing but such a warning, against human restlessness, worship of technology and turning from not only gods, but also from humanity. In the world, where one forgets about their brothers, everyone becomes another personification of Judas, as Jesus remains silently forgotten...
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